
Aunt Mariah’s Chicken 
Salad
I've decided it might be the best chicken salad. Thoughts, and 
a recipe!

SOURCE  EMILYRNUNN.SUBSTACK.COM

1 Once the chicken has cooled, remove skin and bone. Finely 
chop all but 1/2 of a single breast. Chop the half breast into 
chunks then process it in a food processor (a mini one works 
beautifully) until it is destroyed to featheriness. (This is 
important; it creates a mesh texture to hold the salad together.)

2 Add all the chicken to a large bowl with the pickles, onions, 
and celery and toss to combine. Stir in mayonnaise and pickle 
juice. Season with salt and pepper. Taste for more mayonnaise 
and pickle juice, keeping in mind that this is a slightly dry salad 
that treats mayonnaise less as an ingredient and more as a 
mere binding agent. More mayonnaise may be added on the 
sandwich bread, if desired.

3 Serve on soft white bread with the crusts removed, cut on the 
diagonal. You may also serve on rye bread rounds, topless and 
sprinkled with parsley or with tops and rolled in parsley. Or no 
parsley.

• 3 skin-on, bone-in chicken breasts, poached in 
salted water, with 1/2 of an onion (you don’t need 
all the other add-ins in that link, just the onion; 
you may also poach 3 boneless skinless breasts)

• 1/2 cup chopped sweet pickles (Aunt Mariah 
uses Martha Kello’s Virginia Sweet Chunk 
Pickles. The recipe is in my book, a screen shot 
of which follows directly below, but a decent 
substitute for these pickles—which are the best 
pickles I’ve ever had in my life, and which the 
Kello-Nunn clan hides from one another in brown 
paper bags under car seats—are sweet gherkins)

• 1/2 cup very finely chopped onion

• 1/2 cup finely chopped celery

• 1/3 cup mayonnaise (preferably Duke’s)

• 1/2 cup pickle juice, more or less to taste

• Salt and pepper to taste


